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The following white paper provides a comparison between the different 

possible operation modes of a membrane filtration system. It shows how 

different control modes are influencing the system performance both on 

output of product but also in comparison of operational costs. Depending 

on the water source and the later usage of the permeate, we present the 

best possibilities to control a membrane system.  
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The global water challenge is affecting a growing number of countries 

around the globe, forcing various industries to look deeper into how they 

can reduce its impact. Water is widely used across industries as a direct 

component of products or core processes, but also in utility applications 

such as washing and cleaning, cooling towers, boilers, etc.  

In the EU, 11% of the population faces water scarcity, which goes up to 

20% in the Mediterranean region [1]. This scarcity stresses the need for 

efficient water treatment solutions. In industrial as well as municipal 

water and wastewater treatment, state-of-the art particle filtration and 

ion removal processes have become of essential importance.


Introduction
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Ultra and 
microfiltration

Nanofiltration and 
reverse osmosis

Filtration systems, and in particular membrane technology, have been a 

key driver in industrial water treatment. The membrane filtration is a 

state-of-the-art technology and widely used due to its compelling 

potential for optimising operations and reducing costs.



With the increased level of digitalisation across the industrial sector, the 

prevalence of data can be leveraged to gain an advanced understanding 

of the performance of the system, as opposed to relying on fixed 

operational values and dosing rates.

The optimisation fields vary for each type of 

membrane filtration system: 

Membrane filtration optimisation

Backwash cycle 


Backwash time


CIP interval

Antiscalant dosing rate


Energy consumption
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The basic piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) of ultrafiltration 

(UF) systems has a rather constant layout, with only minor 

customizations or preferences according to the membrane manufacturer 

specifications. It includes pumps, sensors, actuators and a central control 

device, in charge of coordinating the different stages of the process. This 

comes at the costs of reduced flexibility, as greater improvements cannot 

be achieved by adding new sensors or more control instruments.  

Instead, data on pressure and flow sensors must be used in a more 

advanced way.




A new way of operating filtration systems can be the usage of a system 

that is free of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). As the graph 

illustrates, the PLC is no longer a part of the P&ID and the control 

functions are moved into the integrated Variable frequency Drive (VFD) of 

the feed pump. All components interact directly with each other and the 

programming is done with pre-defined functionalities embedded in the 

intelligent pump.

The evolution of dead-end 
filtration systems

Generic scheme of an ultrafiltration system

Generic scheme of an ultrafiltration system without PLC

From PLC...

... to decentralised
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Even though this way of designing and running a filtration system has 

been around for about 15-20 years, they are still operated today by 

many companies. Historically, a UF system is built according to design 

parameters like flow and amount of water produced.

The initial water quality is the only operational parameter that defines 

the needed backwashes and the time between two CIPs. This operation 

mode usually has a built-in safety margin to ensure that it operates 

safely.

Optimization is based on historical, single-sample or even theoretical 

parameters of water quality and does not consider daily performance 

fluctuation or changing water quality. In this operation mode, every 

backwash is done after a certain time, no matter if it is needed or not. 

Performance of the system is not considered, nor is the water quality.  

A typical sequence of filtration, backwash and CIP is shown below.

Fixed value-driven mode

An overview of operation modes
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Backwash scheme fixed value-driven operation 

Uptime

Downtime

Dynamic

set points

Backwash

Clean-in-place (CIP)

4

History

How it operates

Impact on the system operation



About fifteen years ago, as VFDs became available in filtration, Grundfos 

offered pumps with a state-of-the-art energy efficient motor and a VFD 

integrated on the pump, parametrized to control it. These combined 

motor and drive offer the possibility to connect sensors to the pump like 

pressure, delta pressure or flow, but also other sensors, like turbidity. 

This new technology and sensors made it possible to replace fixed speed 

filtration and backwash by demand-driven operation of filtration systems.

The system takes surrounding factors into considerations. Backwashes 

are done when the limit is reached instead of a timer countdown, 

ensuring uptime and avoiding unwanted system interruptions. However, it  

relies on historical data instead of making use of sensors and real-time 

analytics. 

e.g. time-based, interval. The interval is not defined by hours, days or 

weeks, but rather based on reaching a defined transmembrane pressure 

which can be based on recommendations from the membrane supplier, or 

based on a water analysis.
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An overview of operation modes
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Backwash scheme controlled value-driven operation

Dynamic

set points

Backwash

Clean in place (CIP)

Uptime

Downtime

History

Impact on the system operation

A controlled value operation mode enables the system to backwash 

based  on variables like the transmembrane pressure,  instead of a fixed, 

How it operates



Technological advancements and digitalisation over time have enabled us 

us to run systems in a different way. This advanced way of operating 

filtration systems is called the real-time analytics driven mode. 

Backwash and CIP decisions are algorithm-driven. Standard parameters 

of the system are considered, like pressure and flow. The algorithm 

analyses the parameters in real-time and based on the outcome decides 

whether to perform a backwash or not. 
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Real-time analytics driven mode

An overview of operation modes
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Backwash scheme real-time analytics driven operation

Dynamic

set points

Backwash

Clean in place (CIP)

Uptime

Downtime

History

How it operates

The time intervals between backwashes vary in legth, similar to the 

value-driven mode. However, they are based on real-time data instead of 

predefined values. This brings a high amount of flexibility into the system 

and ensures effective operations. The number of backwashes may be 

increased, but the algorithm optimises the length of the backwash cycle. 

Furthermore, the number of CIPs can be reduced by almost 50%. This 

ensures a longer uptime of the system and a higher efficieny of the 

filtration output.

Impact on the system operation



Each of the three operational modes impacts the cost structure of a 

filtration system. As a matter of fact, the more uptime we can achieve, 

the better the system performance. This means no waste of chemicals, 

water or man hours on doing something that is not required. 



The operational costs of an UF system include:



     •	Cost per m³ water used for backwash 


     •	Cost per CIP 


     •	Cost per hour of maintenance personnel 


     •	Cost per kWh 


     •	Cost per m³ water not produced





The impact of the different cost factors on the total operational costs 

varies based on which part of the world the system is operated in. For 

simplification, we consider the impact of each cost factor to be equal. 

The table on the right shows which cost factors can be influenced with 

each operation mode.


The lowest impact on the different cost factors comes from the fixed 

value approach, as it can only influence the cost per m³, depending on 

how good the prediction of the fixed values is.  The highest impact comes 

from the real-time analytics mode, as the performance of all factors is 

optimised by the algorithm. 
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Impact on lowering operational cost

Variable value 
driven mode

Fixed value 
driven mode

Real-time analytics 
driven mode

Operational

mode

Fixed

Controlled

Analytics

Cost per m³ 
water used 
for backwash 


Cost per 
hour

Cost per kWh Cost per m³ 
water not 
produced 

Cost per CIP
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As outlined in this white paper, operating a filtration system in an 

automated manner is not a new development, as sensors, PLC and VFDs 

have been used in water treatment for a long time. As they are now 

common practice, the next logical step is to start making use of the 

functionalities of the different components and the already available data 

in a smarter way. 



The next evolution in filtration processes in water treatment comes with 

the use of real-time analytics for process optimisation, based on 

algorithms that collect and analyze data out of the system. Real-time 

analytics combine the highest degree of flexibility of the operation with 

the highest possible impact on lowering the operational costs.



The journey of real-time adaptive operations has just begun. With the 

development of advanced data analytics, this mode of operation holds 

big promises for the future, for all types of raw water quality. 

The future of filtration process 
optimisation
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Raw water 
quality

Operation 
mode

Stable

Light variable

High variable

Direct 
measurement

Very good

Good

Medium

Real-time 
adaptive

Good

Very good

Excellent

Fixed value 
operation

Medium

Poor

Very poor

The impact of different operation modes on operational 

costs based on the quality of the raw water
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Autonomous, dynamic execution signals 
based on real time system feedback

Cheaper


Proven Operating Efficiency

Cleaner


Less energy, water and chemicals

Better


Automated Risk Free Operations

Smart Filtration Suite is a set of algorithms that communicate directly 

with your system's PLC to autonomously adjust your membrane filtration 

system based on feedback from sensors.



Through real-time analytics, Smart Filtration Suite optimizes your system 

to operate in the most cost-efficient and sustainable way, providing 

savings on energy, water, and chemicals and ensuring reduced downtime 

of your system.
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